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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our fourth issue for 2019, of
the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and put in your own binder.
Please forward to all your Checker friends
too. Free, well perhaps your friendship
could be considered payment?
If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile about you or your, Checker,
please submit all content to the email
address on the right side of this page.

So what’s new in this issue? Up first,
thanks to ICTA member Robert Ferndon,
we now have access to improved sources
for rubber for our Checkers. Bob did a
great job of updating CMC Engineering
Illustrations as well as locating part
numbers and a select group of vendors!

All part number have been tested on
a Checker A12 recently restored by
Robert and his friends.
The Dollie Cole Estate is up for sale!
12 Checkers salvaged from the
former CMC Chicago Yellow Cab
business unit. You’ll also find an
interesting story about Dollie inside.
A big thanks goes out the Peter
Oliver and all the UK Checker ICTA
members who recently met at the
UK’s first Checker show! Take a look.
You’ll also find an update and a little
history of a Checker A12E that
recently survived the Haverhill
dumping.
As always, you’ll also find classified
ads for Checkers in this issue. Please
enjoy issue: volume 5 issue 4.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,
1957 , 1967 and 1979
Checkers
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Rubber Update by Robert Ferdon
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A Clearwater Checker Taxicab Fully Restored

Bob’s story encapsulates the drama that seems to
complicate the Checker Cab hobby. New to Checker
culture, he experienced some challenges to being a
Checker fan in 2018. Job one was to learn more about
Checkers. He joined two different Checker clubs via
Facebook. His time was limited in both groups as he was
quickly kicked out. Apparently he asked two many
questions and posted ICTA blogs in the other Facebook
groups, the other clubs response to his participation was
his removal from their groups. No explanation, just the
swift boot. We would assume Bob was feeling pretty alone.

A big congratulations goes out to Bob Ferdon for the
completion and first drive of a former Clearwater NYC Taxi
Company Marathon A12! The car looks fantastic and more
importantly, it was completed in less than a year.
Bob entered the hobby last July when he started the process
of recreating a New York taxi for one of his clients. His client
wanted Bob to build a tribute taxicab in honor of the client’s
father who drove a Checker in New York City back in the mid
1960’s. Robert was ready for the challenge to help out his
friend.
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Watching the dialog from the sideline we certainly understood and
could empathize with Robert, the ICTA reached out to Bob and
invited him to the ICTA and we’re very happy we did. Bob has
been a very active member of our ICTA Facebook page. He posts in
the group regularly: the process of his restoration and helpful parts
sourcing information.
In the late Summer of 2018, Robert purchased a Checker Marathon
model A12 from the NYC Taxi Company in Clearwater, Florida. As
many Checker fans are aware, the entire fleet is up for sale, as the
company is exiting the Taxicab and Limo business. Many of the
Checkers required significant rust repair, and the Checker Robert
purchased was no exception. While the other clubs and their
members were publicly bashing the entire Clearwater fleet, Bob
rose to the challenge and purchased car number 20.
Checkers rust, we all know that, Bob had enough confidence in his
and his buddy Chris Barone’s metal working skills that the
Clearwater Checkers could be restored. He did not buy into
bashings that was demonstrated by other Checker fans in the other
Checker groups.
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members of the ICTA were more than happy to cheer Bob on as
he posted progress and help in his journey.
According to Bob “99% of this work was done by the talented
Chris Barone of Chris Resto Mods. He does not have the time to
do the research and source the parts. That is where I help out.”
The Checker hobby was faced with another challenge last
year, when one Checker hobbiest dumped 40 Checkers at a
Lawrence, Mass. auto crusher. The vehicles were not offered
to the Checker community at large, they were dumped in
secret to avoid the obvious embarrassment of the failed new
Checker project. At the time the ICTA was the only club that
recognized the urgent nature of saving Checker parts that
would be crushed into oblivion if no one acted. Meanwhile the
other clubs attacked the ICTA efforts and claimed we were
making a “fuss”.
Bob stepped up and participated in the saving of many Checker
parts. Bob made the drive from New Jersey to Massachusetts
and was able to pickup a pair of jump seats for his restoration
Bob along with Daniel Smith and others performed some heavy
lifting to save parts for other Checker enthusiasts to enjoy
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By November of 2018 Bob was busy dismantling the Checker
A12. Doors, fenders, hoods and the decked, disassembled, Bob
started cutting out the rust. All rust removed Bob liberally
started to coat solid metal with Por-15 rust protection.
Fully disassembled and coated, then the fun began, welding in
new metal. Straight flat metal was welded into the floor. Bob
and his team then began fabrication of detail areas. One area
that needed significant attention was the rain drip rails.

According to Bob “I wanted to be more involved in this one and
took some weekends and vacation time to learn and do some
fabrication. The floors came first but the real challenge was the
front windshield frame. It took some time and test bends and
yelling. Thank god is was only the top and I did not have to do
the curves personally took care of those areas and was soon
ready for primer.”
By mid-winter the Checker was ready for paint and other
details. Bob posed questions to the ICTA Facebook page: what
color yellow should it be painted? Blackwalls versus
whitewalls? Decals and Checker Special logo?
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Significant process was made in early 2019, by March the interior was
installed. Bob opted for a custom interior. Being a tribute car and based on A12
Marathon, there was no need to restore as sparse and plain A11 taxicab, the
restoration was trimmed out in style.
In the April time frame Robert was tending to detail “jewelry” items, bumper and trim.
A new reproduction grille was added to the front end. Bumpers and guards were
rechromed to show car quality. One bumper was procured from the ICTA stash of
Lawrence parts. We were more than happy to pitch in to the restoration effort.
The only point of issue was windshield rubber. It took multiple attempts, but
ultimately Bob got it right. In an effort to help the Checker community, Bob
documented all the correct information and upgraded CMC engineering illustrations
using graphics found in the ICTA archive.

Bob wearing a “Save the
Checkers” Shirt

Now its July and we can happily report that Robert is now showcasing the car. In less
than one year, Bob has joined the Checker hobby, restored a Checker and help Checker
owners overall with his efforts to save parts and document Checker sources. According
to Robert “Both Chris and I have “big” personalities and banged heads a lot. This is
Chris’s restoration. This has been a fun learning project and I’ve met some great people.
Thanks to Joe Fay for all of your advice and some parts. A HUGE shout out to Dan
Smith! A great Checker dude who is always there to help and advice.”
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Checker Cab and the UPS Package Car

On August 28, 1907, James Casey founded the American
Messenger Company with Claude Ryan in Seattle Washington,
capitalized with $100 in debt. Most deliveries at this time
were made on foot while bicycles were used for longer trips.
The American Messenger Company focused primarily on
package delivery to retail stores with special delivery mail
designed for its largest client the United States Postal Service.
In 1913, the company acquired a Ford Model T as its first
delivery vehicle.

UPS operates over 119,000 delivery vehicles
worldwide, ranging from bicycles to tractor-trailer
trucks. In a long-running company policy to avoid
advertisement or endorsement of a vehicle
manufacturer, all external manufacturer emblems
and badging are removed when a vehicle enters
service.
The typical lifespan of a UPS ground vehicle is 20–25
years, lasting until the structural integrity is
compromised. The company does not re-sell any of
its ground vehicles, so retired vehicles are usually
stripped of reusable parts before being sent to be
crushed or parted out. Prior to scrapping, UPS trucks
and trailers have all company branding painted over
and are assigned an ADA (Automotive Destruction
Authorization) number. Crushing is performed
under supervision of UPS Automotive personnel.
The are exception to this destruction policies, viable
vehicles may be taken off the road for internal use;
package cars are repainted white and are used for
various purposes; older semi-tractors sometimes see
use as terminal tractors.
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1921 Model T Package Car

1957 Grumman Olsen Package Car

UPS refers to its delivery van as a “package car”. Several designs and sizes are used by the company. The sized used
will be dependent on assigned routes and expected package volume.
The rounded-nose design of fiberglass hood of the UPS package car was patented by the company in 1965; during the
2000s, hoods with flat sides were phased in and the old design was phased out. Package cars typically utilize sealed
beam headlamps which were standardized in the US automotive industry in 1941.

Today, Morgan Olsen (Grumman Olson), Union City Body, and Utilimaster manufacture the bodies for UPS delivery
vans. In the past 1950-1990, the majority of package cars were based on Ford or General Motors P-chassis, designed
for van application. Since the 1990s the majoirty of package cars are based on Navistar, Freightliner, or Workhorse
chassis. In the recent pastUPS delivery vehicles were equipped with manual transmissions and steering, today, most
UPS vehicles are equipped with automatic transmissions
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UPS went international in February 1975 establishing operations in
Canada. That said, for the entry into Canada, UPS faced various Canadian
government regulations that required that the they use automobiles for
package cars, not the standard van.
Given the expect long life of the vehicles, UPS did not buy a typical Ford,
Chevy or Plymouth sedan, they purchased Checkers! Why not, clearly
the long life purpose built taxicab was well suited for UPS tough
industrial standards?
Little has been published regarding the UPS Checker package cars, but
based upon physical examination and photographic evidence, we have
learn a lot. It appears two types of Checkers where used, the Checker
A11 and Checker A11e. The two Checker package cars models that were
deployed in Canada served two purposes, a stand alone Checker A11
and super sized A11e modified with a roof mounted cargo carrier hull
and trailer towing capabilities.
The units also appear to have been equipped with heavily modified
interior by Checker. The interiors were gutted of seats, except for a single
bucket seat for the driver. Additionally the floors, rear seat area and rear
window package shelf were lined with steel diamond treadplate.
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Additional modifications included rubber padding
installed at the four corners for rigging lines to hold down
roof top cargo. The front bumpers also displayed steel orings for tie downs. The package cars used 8 lug sixteen
inch wheels with split wheels with removable lock
rings. Photographic evidence also indicates that the
Checkers did not have their corporate CMC nameplates
removed from the front hood.

As would be expected the survival rate is low. Despite the
reputation of Checkers being as tough as tanks, they are
very susceptible to rust and it would not be a stretch to
assume that
the Canadian winters and salted roads would destroy a
Checker in about four years.

It’s not clear where the other UPS car landed, but based
on recently uncovered photos found on the internet, it
About twenty years ago Ben Merkel and Joe Pollard saved appears to have been restored. The header photo for
two UPS Checkers. Ben Merkel started restoration on one this article, as well as the picture below depict UPS
package car 98900 on the next page. Given the header
unit. According to Ben he replaced the entire roof,
extremely rusting, a full replacement was required. The photo appears to be UPS Canada corporate photo, it
would seem that the other survivor is in the hands of
Merkel unit was recently saved from a crusher and its
UPS
expected to be restored by Dan Smith in Arizona.
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Canada. That said, its questionable that this is indeed an
original UPS package car? Please note the chrome bumpers
were manufactured before 1975. Additionally, the car
appears to have a full interior? Wrong bumpers and a non
treadplate interior seems questionable?

Note that this restored unit sports a pre 1974
bumper? It may be restored, but it does not seem
authentic? This writer suspects that the
restoration may be a repackaged A11 painted
brown with 8 lug wheels added. This car has a full
interior and no steel treadplate?

Unlike the typical package cars, the UPS Checker package cars were not destroyed and were
sold to other services. Note the O-Rings on the bumper and the rubber mounting pads riveted to
the hoods
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Postscript, Ben Merkel provided a old photo that
indicates that he once owned three UPS Checker Package
Cars. According to Ben “I believe that the two without
the white roof no longer exist”

Close up of treadplate rear seat in the Daniel Smith UPS
Checker Package Car
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Checker Survivors Part 1
rom time to time we like to present the Checker Cab survivors,
car that span the period of 1922 through 1958, the
introduction of the Superba. For all intensive most Checkers
were sold into the taxicab trade as purpose built taxicab, not
retail consumer cars. These vehicles were effectively run into
the ground and recycled once they were no longer
commercially viable as taxicabs. For this reason Checker
built before 1958 have a very low survival rate.
Over the last ten years, the ICTA has tracked Checkers survivors,
here’s the complete list with photographic evidence of 20’s era
survivors. We are aware of several other older Checkers not
on this list, but as we have not seen pictures, so until we have
photos, the cars will not be registered.
The granddaddy of Checker survivors in the 1923 Checker
Model H at the Gilmore Museum. The Checker Model H was
owned by Checker Motors Corp. until 2009. After the
bankruptcy and closure, the Markin family donated the

Checker Model H owned by the
Gilmore Museum
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vehicle to the Gilmore at Hickory Corners,
Michigan. Checker purchased the Model H in the early
60’s. Forty plus years old when bought back, Checker
had to restore this vehicle.
Back in 1922 when Morris Markin started
manufacturing Checker, he relied on the Leyland
Goodspeed to transfer all production from
Chicago/Jolliet to Kalamazoo. Goodspeed’s assistant
was a man named Jim Stout. Stout would work at
Checker Cab for his entire professional career.
When Checker needed to restore the Model H, who did
they call? None other than Jim Stout.
In early 1960’s Stout was in charge of CMC’s special
projects department in Kalamazoo. When the Model H
was brought to the special projects department, Jim
would be put in charge of restoration and would bring
his extensive Checker experience to the project. The
Model H would serve as a showcase for Checker at
auto shows across the country. It was also used as a
backdrop at Checker special events. What better guy to
restore the Model H, but the guy who built them in
them back in the twenties!

The second 20’s era survivor is another Checker Model H. In
this case the Checker resides on the west coast owned by a
Long Beach, Ca. taxi supply company. The cab is rarely
displayed at car shows so little in known about its current
condition. That said, we do know a little about its history.
Over the years many movie and film companies have own
Checkers for film work, this Model H appears to a perfect
example of Checkers used in film work. This Checker can be
found in many films from the 1960’s. The picture one17the

previous page is from the 1967 film: Thoroughly Modern
Millie starring Julie Andrews. The telltale sign that this is the
same car is the headlight treatment. Checker Model H’s
were equipped with headlamps mounted at the midpoint of
the grille, centered with the front fenders. Note that the
movie car and the Long Beach car have headlamps mounted
above the grille center point and above the front fenders. No
doubt this is the same car.
The last known 20’s era survivor is a 1927 Model G. The
Model G was offered for 1927 along with the Model F. Both
the Model G and Model F still were utilizing the Partin-Palmer
foundation, but balloon tires on Model G gave the Checker a
new, taller stance. Two new bodies were offered for the
Model G, a limousine sedan and a landaulet taxicab. The
four-cylinder Buda engine was again standard equipment,
with a six-cylinder Buda engine available with the 127-inch
wheelbase.
Little is known about this survivor, it first came on the
Checker radar about ten years ago. Posted on EBAY the G

appeared a truck conversion with the rear section
removed. Today, it appears the the rear section has
been repatriated with the Model G. photo New
photos also appears to indicate that the center
divider is intact. Mounted to the center divider one
can see the cab rear window and it appears to be
from the original roof section of the Model G. Rear
doors and the roof are still missing
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Many Checker survivors appear to have survived due to a taxicab after life on the farm. During the depression era, it
was popular to convert used taxicabs to tractor for farm service. The Checker had a sturdy chassis and was powered
by Buda or Continental engines consistent with other farm implements. It was very economical for a farmer to add
a Checker to his farm fleet.
Well there you have it, only three 20’s era survivors. Pretty darn low. In the next blog, we’ll update the list of 30’s
era Checker survivors.
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Haverhill Survivor, Checker A12e

When asked how long he owned the
Checker, Michael responded “Not long
at all. I bought it in the Bronx from a
guy who owned a parking garage. the
guy had not paid the storage so he
repossessed it.”

In November of 2014 Michael sold the
car to Haverhill, Mass. based Checker
Motor Cars, owned by CCCofA
member and club sponsor Steve
Contarino.

Not much is known about this car. It’s recent history goes back about five
years ago when Northeast Checker collector and ICTA member Michael Pincus
purchased the car in New York City.

According to Michael “It might be the
only Checker I made money on”. As
evidenced by the 2014 header picture
above, the car was in very nice
shape. In 2014 the Checker showed
some typical wear and tear for a
twenty-five plus year old car, at the
time of the sale the car was clearly a
keeper and was in very restorable
condition
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Prior to being sold to Checker Motor Cars the Checker had always been
stored indoors. Again according to Pincus “it was indoors the whole time. I
only had it outdoors for a month or so.”
From 2014 till 2018, it appears that the car sat outdoors in a storage lot in
Haverhill, Mass. In 2016 Checker Motor Cars posted a picture of the A12e
languishing in their back lot. Based on the photos from 2016, It does not
appear that any restoration work was performed. The Checker appears to
have deteriorated significantly while in the hands of Contarino.
As many are aware Checker Motor Cars dumped forty plus cars with a
Lawrence, Mass auto crusher in 2018, the Pincus A12e was one of them.

Now when you move forty cars from one lot to another lot, across
town, you can expect some damage. Unfortunately, the once nice
Checker suffered significant damage when dumped in Lawrence auto
crusher.
A fork lift was used to move the car out of the Haverhill yard, in the
process the gas tank, transmission and oil pan were trashed. To add insult
to injury it appears that the windshield was smashed and the hood, and
front fender were clearly crushed from a fork lift prongs.
2016 Outdoors at Checker Motor Cars
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In the end, as evidenced by the severe damages and
extensive deterioration from outdoor storage the once
regal Checker limo was is worse condition, than it was
when in the hands of Michael Pincus. Upon seeing
photos, Michael Pincus commented “I keep saying it
can’t be the car, But it is, it really is”.

ICTA member Travis Russ alerted ICTA leadership
about the mass dumping. Hearing about the pending
crushing of Checkers, ICTA Facebook admin Daniel
Smith really saved the day and organized a salvaging
effort. The ICTA was the only Checker club that put
forth an effort to save the dumped Checkers.
When all was said and done, Daniel purchased several
dumped Checkers including the Checker A12e. This
past February Daniel transported several of the
salvaged Checkers to Ben Merkel wayward home for
Checkers in Middlefield, Ohio. Ben’s place has been a
clearing house for much of the salvaged Checker cars
and parts from Lawrence.

Trashed A12E parked at the Lawrence Crusher
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Taking stock in all the cars and the required effort needed to get these cars operational again, Dan decided to sell some
of the cars to other Checker collectors. The A12e was sold to a Checker collector in Northwest Ohio.
We’re happy to announce that the A12e is now running. The Checker has been in the shop for several weeks and has
received servicing. Dan sourced a used transmission linkage for the Checker, as well as a new gas tank. Additionally the
Lawrence auto crusher shipped a GM turbo 350 transmission casing (source from another Lawrence Checker) to Ohio.
The new owner has sourced a hood and front and rear fenders to replace the fork lift damaged front clip and rust. The
new owner also picked up a good windshield and rubber at the Lawrence crushing yard.

This week the engine was started and now the fine tuning will start, brake lines, fuel lines etc. All the things needed to
get this survivor back on the road. There are still rust issues that will have to be address. The front driver side floor and
rockers are shot. The frame is solid, and all but one mounting points are in good shape. We’ll keep you posted as progress
is made.
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UK Checker Owners Meet at the History
On Wheels Museum at Eton Wick
Three Checkers made it to a gathering of Checker
Taxicabs and Packards in the UK this past
weekend! ICTA member Peter Oliver organized the
first ever Checker UK show! The inaugural Checker
meet was held at the History on Wheels Museum at
Eton Wick, near Windsor on Sunday June 2nd 2019. In
addition to the event Peter provided a private tour of
the Museum!
According to Peter “not bad for the first
checker/Packard meet”. Along with Peter, Stephen
and Chantal Disbrowe showed their recently purchased
Checker. Bob Gladstone also showed a impressive NYC
Checker A11.
Photo by Bob Gladstone
A full array of photos from the event can be found in a
photo album on the ICTA Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/145497838799022
/?fref=nf
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Photos by Bob Gladstone
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The Dollie Cole Checker Estate For Sale
From the Dayton Daily News – October 15th 2015
LOCKHART, TX. — How many homes can claim their own freeway
exit? Briarpatch Ranch, located just north of Lockhart on Texas
130, can.
This weekend — and then again in two weeks — the eclectic ranch
complex built by the late Dollie Ann Fechner Cole and her family
will turn once again into a giant estate sale. Two sales have
already taken place, but innumerable items remain.

Now, don’t visualize overpriced antiques and heirloom paintings.
Cole, who died in August 2014, just loved buying. Often, in bulk.
Sometimes at estate sales, like this one at her stone ranch house
and nearby barns; sometimes at Kmart.
On sale are tens of thousands of items, some high-end, many
others bargain-basement. Pieces of apparel alone numbered more
than 5,000, guesses her daughter, Anne Cole Pierce, who oversees
the bazaar.

Well beyond Dollies’ closets, there were many
interesting items on her ranch and in her
garage……………about twenty Chicago Yellow Cab
Checkers!

“People from Lockhart lined up to see Mom’s closets,” Pierce says.
“They’d heard about them for years.”

Who was Dollie and how did she amass a fleet of
Chicago Checkers?
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Mrs. Cole, widow of the late Edward N. Cole, former
President of General Motors Corporation, was a respected
businesswoman, serving in leadership roles on numerous
national and local boards including on the board of PBS,
Project HOPE (World Health Organization), The Smithsonian
National Air & Space Museum, the National Corvette
Museum, HPSC, a national leasing and finance company
based in Boston, National Captioning Institute for the
Hearing Impaired, National Academy of Sciences Presidents’
Circle, and the 100 Club of Central Texas, a charitable
organization established to support the families of officers
killed while serving the public. Mrs. Cole was also a member
of the Corvair Society and was a Distinguished Woman of
Northwood University.

Ed Cole Kalamazoo Plane Crash

Ed Cole was the former general manager of the Chevrolet
Motor Division and president of General Motors. In the
early 50’s, Cole was the lead engineer in charge of the
development of a new Chevy engine built to replace the
Stove Bolt Six; this new engine was Chevrolet’s small block
V8, a massive success that remained in production into the
twenty first century.

Partnered with NYC Cadillac dealer Victor Potamkin, Ed
Cole made a substantial investment with Checker
Motors Corporation. Cole and Potamkin took a
majority stake in CMC’s taxicab division. This new
partnership with Checker presented the magic formula
of Potamkin’s deep financial pockets aligned with
Cole’s automotive engineering capabilities and GM
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were the perfect combination required to transform
Checker for the future. It was an exciting time at
Checker! Expectations were high that the new partners
would revitalize Checker’s future, new models would be
introduced and the company would grow. The
expectations was that Cole would develop a new Checker
Taxicab.
The hoopla was significant; the US automotive world was
watching Checker when tragedy struck. Just weeks into the
new partnership, Ed Cole was killed in a plane crash while
flying his private plane to Kalamazoo just three months
after joining Checker. The automotive dreams of a CMC
transformation died with Cole that day.
After Cole’s death, Potamkin would remain and Cole’s
widow Dollie would take a role in protecting her late
husband’s interest in the taxi division. The roles for Dollie
was a leadership position within the Taxicab unit. The titles
for the majority of the Chicago Yellow Cab fleet had one
name as the titleholder, that name was Dollie Cole.

Ultimately Potamkin and Dollie Cole would be bought
out of the CMC business unit and exit. That said, it
appears that when Dollie left she took some Checkers
with her! Within the inventory of the Dollie
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Cole fleet were about 20 plus Yellow Checkers. Being the
buying crazy collector depicted in the Dayton Daily Times, it
appears that Dollie loved Checker so much, she move a fleet of
ramshackled, beat-upused Checker taxicabs. Assuming that
she moved them to Texas at the time she left Checker, it would
appear that these parked units sat for close to 35 years.

Here’s the big news, the Checkers are now up for sale! The
Dollie Cole Checker fleet will be offered for sale as part of a
barn sale at the Briarpatch Ranch in Lockkhart, Texas.
For more information, please contact Anne Cole Pierce
at acppc@aol.com
$1500 each or $1250 each for all. All need work. Some with
engines, some without. There are 12 total. All buyers must
bring trailer. Call (214) 931-3098
Link to the advertisement
https://austin.craigslist.org/pts/d/austin-multiple-checkertaxis-for-sale/6916537634.html
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Cole Estate Cars for Sale
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Cole Estate Cars for Sale
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Cole Estate Cars for Sale
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For Sale, located in Ontario, OR (50 miles west of Boise, ID). Contact Barb Hickling. 726 NW 3rd St. Ontario,
OR. 541 889-5604 or 208 642-0807 1978 A11
1979 A11
1980 A11

1969 A12
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Checkers For Sale

Checker Marathon Station Wagon 1972 rate
vintage early SUV classic with papers on
hand (619) 259-9468

Howdy. Selling my 1979 CMC Checker Marathon 4 Door V8
Automatic Transmission. I purchased this vehicle with the hopes
of restoring it and driving it around town, but unfortunately
haven’t had the time to do so. I currently need the money and
my wife wants it out of the yard! Title is clear and ready to
transfer! Why pay $10K+ for one of these classic taxi cabs, when
you can buy one from me for way less! If you have any questions
regarding one or both vehicles, please feel free to call or text me
@

(520) 428-0577
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1966 Checker For Sale
For sale parts or whole 1966 checker runs good no title
v8 car $1300 if interested please call Bruce at 443 564
3883
$1,300 About This Vehicle. Driven 3,883
miles. Automatic transmission

Rare car that needs restoration!
THE GOOD: Low mileage (76K), two-owner car. I still have the first owner’s log books and paperwork
from the 1960s. Car is very original, no modifications. Interior is excellent! No rips, splits or stains on
upholstery; door panels look great. Back seat has spent much of its life folded down and looks almost
new. All glass good. Side trim is perfect. Vintage CB radio installed (doesn’t transmit). Original Chevy 283
V8 starts up and runs fine. New water pump installed recently. Auto transmission. Two new tires in
front (less than 1,000 miles); rear tires are good. I also have a pair of snow tires on rims that go with the
car.
THE BAD: This car has been driven in winter and has severe rust in several places. Most notably, the C
pillars are rusted out and the rear doors can’t be latched closed due to the door strike plates being
loose. Repair will involve some metal fabrication and welding, but I will include a pair of rare NOS
Checker sedan C pillars which can be modified to fit. Severe rust is also present at the rocker panels,
spare tire well, and other usual Checker places such as the tops of the fenders. The brakes need service
and will stop the car at low speed only at this time. The car can be test driven around the block but
should not be driven at speed until the brakes are repaired. In other words, bring a trailer!
BOTTOM LINE: This is a compete, running, currently registered, rare Checker wagon that will make a
great restoration/rod project for someone able to deal with significant body rust issues. It was never a
taxi. Great hauling capacity with reliable and easy to service Chevy small block V8 power.
Here’s a link to the ad on Craig’s List
https://lexington.craigslist.org/cto/d/lexington-checker-marathon-station-wagon/6894438083.html
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1972 Checker Marathon Sedan Car for sale in RENO, Neveda
$20,750

1972 Checker Marathon A12 (consumer model) 50th
Anniversary Edition. Beautiful gold exterior, black interior in
beautiful condition. 283 V8, auto trans, power steering, new
A/C system, new starter, new ball joints & tie rods. Huge rear
seat area. Good tires. Great cruiser & shows well. Mileage
shown probably not original miles. (412) 224-0624

This 1969 Checker Marathon Cab features a V8 5.0L
8cyl Gasoline engine. It is equipped with a Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Yellow with a Black
interior. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty –
This Checker is in Good overall exterior condition,
Good overall interior condition, seats – – Contact
Bobby CARS Snadowsky or for more information. –
Auto King Sales 914-403-7505
By Appointment Call 1st, Pound Ridge, NY, 10576
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For Sale In Queens New York A12E Marathon
For Sale Best Offer (718) 510-6937
Link to the advertisement on Craig’s List
https://jerseyshore.craigslist.org/cto/d/long-island-city-saleor-trade-make/6910213480.html

1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long Wheel
Base Best Offer
I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for
trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna
leave it in storage runs drives

Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003
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1965 Checker Marathon, I purchased this vehicle in 1999
and completed a full restoration in 2003. The car was
used for marketing purposes for my company Network
Checker. It has been driven each year but very few miles.
It has been well maintained. A new small block chevy 350
V8 engine was in installed in 2003 when the mileage was
at 9,982. Currently the odometer reads 44,000 and it
drives like a champ. The transmission was rebuilt in 2008.
In 2003 the car was painted with the exact matching color
of New York City Cabs. Also upholstery was completely
redone in 2003. The windshield was replaced in 2003 also
and is in perfect condition today. The front brakes were
converted from drums to disks and a modern dual cylinder
was installed in the brake upgrade for safety. Electronic
ignition was added when the new engine was installed.
The radio was upgraded to an Alpine sound system with
Polk speakers. The trunk lock was pulled last week and a
new key has been cut but I need to reinstall the lock. The
paint is beginning to crack in a few spots but is very good
at present. There is minimal rust since the car has been
driven very lightly and Colorado has a dry climate. If you
want more pictures I can send them. (720) 331-5579
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Classifieds Ads: Message From Adam Burlett
FOLKS there is many good parts here that could use a new
home. Someone posted awhile ago about brakes for a 65. They
have them, all sheet metal is in good fixable condition or better.
Frank and Sussana are very honest people and would like their
fathers hoard of checker parts to keep the love of the Checkers
on the road. Please contact them for any parts needs. These
parts are in Virginia and they can transport large items to New
Jersey. Very honest and fair pricing.
Contact at Susannacassarino@hotmail.com or call 732 646 7075
A list of what was available as of June 9th 2019. I could be off a little on the smaller item counts: 7 doors (some rust on the bottom, most have at
least one hole through the front and have exterior handles and trim ), 2 hoods (one has rust in the lip area), painted grille, new heavy duty
radiator , 2 fuel tank gauges and floats, steering column, 4 transmissions (1 three speed manual trans with over drive and 3 automatic) ,
transmission (mounts, covers and brackets) 4 or 5 bell housings, 2 chrome bumpers 1965 (are in nice condition), 2 pairs of bumpettes,, 2 rear
windshields, door and windshield rubber, 1 complete front seat and 1 front seat pad, 4 sets of new or relined brake shoes, brake drums, 65 rear
end and front ends with hubs and shafts, head lamps (approximately 10), carburetors (approx. 20), several power steering pumps, 3 or 4 (1
new) heaters blowers, 283 Chevelle engine, intake manifold, exhaust manifold, engine pulley and brackets, rebuilt small block heads, value
covers, alternators ( 3 steering boxes, rag joint, 12 fly wheels, bearings and oil seals, 3 torque converters, 4 to 7 master cylinders some single
some double, glove box, several distributor caps (some new some used) and ignition coils and used wires, hood liner material, 22 cans of new
134a freon, 2 or more windshield motors, 4 side mirrors, speedometer cables, unused motor oil (approx. 5 gallons), at least 2 wiper motors and
one with arms, starter motor, ac compressor and ac unit, and other smalls that I may have left out. I also have a transfer case for a 4x4 blazer, 2
sets of new brake pads for I think a tahoe, 6 oil filters for a Tahoe and possibly some other non Checkers parts that you can have. Until I go to
the junk yard in my scrap pile I have some rims, I think Ford but not sure and Checker exhaust parts that you could fish out of the pile.
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set of 6
$20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me, Matt Thomas on the Facebook
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a now
defunct company. These are the same exact size and shape as
the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon. Shipped
FREE. These come on application tape to help you install
them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on my
car)
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Looking for gift for your little Checker fans? Here’s a great item,
Zandra and Tim Bowers have just published another children’s
book in their Checker Cab’s Adventure series.
The book follows the adventures of Checker Cab, Cab Driver
and his good luck charm Bunwacky as they travel around
Washington D.C. This fun read is very educational and
showcases various Washington D. C. landmarks. The book also
features fantastic illustrations by Katlyn Knuver.
If you would like to get a copy, please reach out to Tim and
Zandra at thbower@comcast.net
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End Photo
Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

1939 Checker Model Y Factory Promotional
photo. Note the full trunk integrated into the
body. Photo Courtesy of David and Connie
Powers from the Steve Wilson Collection

